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THE
SAMURAI
SWING
CONCEPT
LEARNING TO
SWING A SWORD
EFFICIENTLY CAN
HELP YOU BECOME
A BETTER GOLFER,
SAYS MARTIAL ARTS
EXPERT CRAIG
BERMAN.
BY DAN RETIEF

I

t was my own fault
I suppose. Years of
complaining about
my golf swing finally
came home to roost when the
editor asked whether I’d be
willing to check out a revolutionary new swing concept
based on the principles of
wielding a Samurai sword.
Being of a disposition that
there is always something
that can improve one’s swing,
some cosmic code which will
reveal the secret of this game
that, as Arnold Palmer put
it, “is deceptively simple and
endlessly complicated; it satisfies the soul and frustrates the
intellect, it is at the same time
rewarding and maddening.”
So, having endured a few
months of the latter, it was
with hope and some trepidation that I agreed to try the
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way of the Samurai. I had no
idea what to expect and in
my mind’s eye there swirled
horrific images of Japanese
atrocities committed during
World War II and action
shots from karate flicks.
The creator of the Samurai
swing is Craig Berman, an
expert in the martial arts, who
realised that the principles of
becoming adept at wielding a
curved Japanese Katana sword
could be effectively applied to
swinging a golf club.
“That little white ball
does the weirdest things to a
golfer’s brain,” said Berman
when explaining his “no
mind” concept. So confident
was he that he could effect
a positive change in my
swing, even though he had
never seen me swing a club,
he arranged for Wanderers
Golf Club professionals Lenn
Flanagan and Neil Cheetham
to record a before and after
sequence on their Trackman
swing analysis system.
Berman is so sure the
fundamentals of the Samurai
swing, which can also be
applied to pitching, chipping
and putting, will work that he
offers a money-back guarantee on any lessons he gives.
Trackman recorded me
hitting shots with a 6-iron,
and we then moved on to
the Samurai bit; at first with
a wooden replica of a sword,

Craig Berman (above
right) and Lenn
Flanagan (left ) work
with Dan Retief on
the range at the
Wanderers.

and then the solid precision
forged steel itself. The underlying fundamental of making
a Samurai sword whistle
through the air is “to swing
the sword as true as possible.”
Berman took me through
gripping the sword (lightly
in the fingers), the stance
and the set-up, and then to a
horizontal swing; all the time
being conscious of feeling the
weight of the sword, conscious
of it reaching the end of the
backswing arc, and letting it
come back in a fluid motion,
cutting right through the target area (there was a time that
would have been someone’s
neck!) to a balanced finish.
Berman is big on balance, on
getting the set-up right, and of
sensing the sword as almost a
living thing. This is not revolutionary because it is contained
in the teachings of any number
of golf coaches, but what was
fascinating was how swinging
the sword imparted the feeling
of allowing it to reach the full
extent of the backswing, feeling that moment of inertia, and
then simply letting it return
down and through the cutting
area without any extra force.
The less effort I made, the
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“NEW ERAS
DON’T COME
ABOUT BECAUSE
OF SWORDS,
THEY’RE
CREATED BY THE
PEOPLE WHO
WIELD THEM.”
– SAMURAI MASTER
NOBUHIRO WATSUKI

more natural the movement,
the more I was able to get
that zing as the blade swished
through the air.
The Samurai were the
warriors of ancient Japan.
They later made up the ruling
military class and lived their
lives according to the ethical
code of bushido (“the way
of the warrior”). Bushido
stressed self-discipline and
respectful, ethical behaviour

and the Samurai were drawn
to the teachings and practices
of Zen Buddhism.
Calmness, clarity of mind
and focus are an important
part of Berman’s approach.
What struck me was how
often he had to slow me down
and prevent me from quickly
hitting another ball or obsessing about something I’d done
in the previous swing. “That
one’s gone, you can’t change
it . . . start the process again
for this shot,” he kept
admonishing me.
After learning to swing the
sword we spent time pitching,
applying the “cut through”
principle to a high-spinning
lob, and then returned to hit
more shots on Trackman, and
discover whether a Samurai
session had worked. As a
relatively slow and consistently paced swinger I did not
expect much difference, so
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great was my surprise when
Flanagan pointed out some
distinct improvements.
My average clubhead speed
was up from 80.8 to 82.0
mph, my ball speed from 111.0
to 112.5 mph, and my overall
carry had increased by four
metres – numbers that will
be magnified when swinging
the driver, and which can
be improved upon given
that I was coming off a period
of inactivity because of
an injured old golfer’s back;
caused by damage, as in
“damn age!”
What I did like seeing on
Trackman was better posture,
a fuller shoulder turn and
(horrors) to what extent I
was hooding the clubface on
the way back and then spinning out on the way down to
square it – the old bogey of
fixing one fault with another.
In subsequent rounds there
have been some amazingly
pure shots when I have been
able to meld posture and mind
with feeling the club, or sword,
and just letting it flow. Other
golfers have seen significant
benefits; low handicaps beating par, strugglers winning
club competitions and seniors
reporting gains in distance.

One committed “disciple”
of the Samurai Swing is Frans
Strauss, Director of Golf at
Prince’s Grant in KwaZuluNatal, who has seen a marked
improvement in his game
since doing sword and mind
work with Berman. “It’s
opened a new door for me,”
said Strauss. “I like the simplicity of the method and the
Zen-like calmness it has given
me. My iron play was the
weakest part of my game but
I’ve seen an improvement in
my greens in regulation stats.
“The key difference is how
much better I’ve been under
pressure by staying in the
moment, going through the
Samurai process, and trusting my clubs, while swinging
slower than before.”
I’m determined to work at
it. Determined to get out on
the lawn and swing the replica
wooden sword Craig has given
me (which if nothing else
will improve my suppleness),
and determined to at least try
and beat negative thoughts
and ingrained bad habits. The
problem is I’ve made those
resolutions before!
Visit samuraiswing.co.za,
or contact Craig Berman at
076 811 1993
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